The nearest neighbor problem is that of preprocessing a set P of n data points in R d so that, given any query point q, the closest point in P to q can be determined e ciently. In the chromatic nearest neighbor problem, each point of P is assigned a color, and the problem is to determine the color of the nearest point to the query point. More generally, given k 1, the problem is to determine the color occurring most frequently among the k nearest neighbors. The chromatic version of the nearest neighbor problem is used in many applications in pattern recognition and learning. In this paper we present a simple algorithm for solving the chromatic k nearest neighbor problem. We provide a query sensitive analysis, which shows that if the color classes form spatially well separated clusters (as often happens in practice), then queries can be answered quite e ciently. We also allow the user to specify an error bound 0, and consider the same problem in the context of approximate nearest neighbor searching. We present empirical evidence that for well clustered data sets, this approach leads to signi cant improvements in e ciency.
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1 Introduction.
Let P denote a set of points in d-dimensional space. Given a query point q 2 R d , the nearest neighbor to q is the point of P that is closest to q. Throughout we assume that distances are measured using any Minkowski metric 29]. These metrics include the familiar Euclidean (L 2 ) distance, the Manhattan or city-block (L 1 ) distance, and the max (L 1 ) distance. Computing nearest neighbors in moderately high dimensional spaces is a exible and important geometric query problem with numerous applications in areas such as pattern recognition, learning, statistics, and data compression.
In many of these applications, particularly those arising from pattern recognition and learning (see e.g., 2, 19, 23, 33] ) the set P is partitioned into c disjoint subsets, fP 1 ; P 2 ; : : :; P c g, called color classes (or patterns), and the problem is to determine the color of q's nearest neighbor. No information need be given as to which point in P realizes this color. More generally, to improve the robustness of classi cation, for some constant k 1, the problem is to determine which color occurs most frequently (i.e. the mode) among the k nearest neighbors. The chromatic k-nearest neighbor problem is that of preprocessing the set P so that chromatic nearest neighbor queries can be answered e ciently. For the applications in mind, we consider d, c, and k to be xed constants, independent of n.
There are other ways to formulate queries based on colored points. For example, one formulation is the nearest foreign neighbor problem in which the query point is associated with a color and the problem is to nd the nearest point of a di erent color 21] . Another possible formulation is to compute the number of distinct colors occurring among the k nearest neighbors 22]. Our choice is motivated by the following application from pattern recognition and learning. For some xed d, objects are encoded by a d-element vector of numeric properties. Vector lengths in the range from 5 to 20 are quite common. These vectors are interpreted as points in d-dimensional space. In these applications, it is assumed that points are drawn from a population consisting of c di erent distributions. A large number of points are selected as a training set, and these points are partitioned into color classes by an external agent. Given a query point, it is classi ed by determining the color of the nearest point(s) in the training set.
For example, in an application like optical character recognition, the color classes might be the set of English characters, and the training set is formed by scanning and digitizing a large set of characters, and then extracting a vector of information from each digitized character. We do not make any claims regarding the soundness of this type of nearest neighbor classi cation as a method for pattern recognition. However, this approach is used in many existing systems.
The well known standard (nonchromatic) nearest neighbor problem can be thought of as a special case of the chromatic problem, where every point has its own color. Algorithms and data structures for the standard nearest neighbor problem have been extensively studied 4, 8, 10, 15, 16, 17, 28, 31, 32, 35] . For existing approaches, as the dimension grows, the complexity of answering exact nearest neighbor queries increases rapidly, either in query time or in the space of the data structure used to answer queries. The growth rate is so rapid that these methods are not of real practical value in even moderately high dimensions. However, it has been shown that approximate nearest neighbor queries can be answered much more e ciently. The user supplies a value 0 along with the query point, and the algorithm returns a point that is within a factor of (1 + ) from the true nearest neighbor. Arya et al. showed that after O(n log n) preprocessing, a data structure of size O(n) can be built, such that nearest neighbor queries can be answered in O(log n + (1= ) d ) time (assuming xed d). Recently, Clarkson 16] has presented an alternative approach in which the constant factors show a lower dependence on the dimension.
The chromatic version of the k-nearest neighbor problem has been studied in applications contexts (see e.g., 20, 25, 26, 27] ), but not from the perspective of worst-case asymptotic complexity. One reason is that in the worst case, it is not clear how to determine the most common color among the k nearest neighbors without explicitly computing the k nearest neighbors. However, in many of the applications of chromatic nearest neighbor searching, the problem has been so constructed that the color classes are spatially well-separated. For example, in the pattern recognition application mentioned earlier, a large number of properties (e.g., on the order of hundreds) are chosen initially, and then a heuristic clustering procedure is invoked to determine a subset of properties (e.g., on the order of 10 to 20) that provide the strongest discrimination between classes 24]. Thus color classes are explicitly chosen to create clusters that are spatially separated from one another. In these contexts, worst-case complexity may not be a good criterion for evaluating nearest neighbor algorithms, because input instances have been designed to avoid worst-case scenarios. Thus, it is important for good practical performance to consider how to take advantage of clustering.
In this paper we present an approach for the approximate chromatic nearest neighbor problem that is sensitive to clustering in the data set. We analyze its performance not from a worst-case perspective, but from a query sensitive perspective. A query sensitive analysis is one which describes the running time of an algorithm as a function not only of input size, but of a set of one or more parameters, which are intrinsic to the geometry of the query. These parameters should capture, in a relatively intuitive way, the underlying complexity of answering queries. Ideally, such an analysis should show that the algorithm takes advantage of natural simplifying factors to improve running times.
What is a natural parameter for describing the complexity of k nearest neighbor searching? The single nearest neighbor case is somewhat simpler to understand, so we consider this case rst. Given a query point q, to establish the color of the nearest neighbor, let r 1 denote the distance to the nearest neighbor, and let r denote the distance to the nearest point of any other color. Intuitively, if the query point is located within a cluster of points of a given color, then we expect r to be large relative to r 1 , or equivalently, (r ? r 1 )=r 1 should be large. (See Figure 1. ) We call this ratio the chromatic density about the query point, and denote its value by (q). Clearly if points are in general position then (q) > 0. Observe that the color of q's nearest neighbor is determined by knowledge of the colors of data points within distance r , but without knowledge of their relative distances from q. How can this de nition be generalized for arbitrary k nearest neighbors? First, let r k denote the distance from q to its kth nearest neighbor. Intuitively, we de ne r to be the largest radius such that the mode color among the k nearest neighbors is determined purely from the cardinalities of colors appearing within this distance of q (and, in particular, without knowledge of their relative distances from q). More precisely, for r 0, let M(r) = hm 1 (r); : : : ; m c (r)i denote the nonincreasing sequence of color cardinalities among the points in a closed ball of radius r centered at q. Thus, m 1 (r) is the number of occurrences of the most frequently occurring color within distance r of q. De ne the excess to be
Intuitively, the excess indicates how many more points are of the most common color, compared against the second most common color. The following lemma establishes the connection between Exs(r) and the mode color. Lemma 1.1 For r r k , if Exs(r) 0 then the color associated with m 1 (r) is the mode color. If Exs(r) < 0, then there exists a con guration of data points lying within distance r of q having color cardinalities M(r), such that the color associated with m 1 (r) is not the mode color.
Proof: Without loss of generality, let us assume colors are indexed by their position in M(r). For r r k , among the k nearest neighbors at least k? P i>1 m i (r) are of color 1. Because colors are numbered in nonincreasing order, color 1 is the mode if this quantity is at least as large as the cardinality of color 2. That is, if k ? P i>1 m i (r) m 2 (r). But it is easy to see that this is equivalent to Exs(r) 0.
Conversely, if Exs(r) < 0, then consider a con guration of data points within distance r where the points of color 2 are closest to q, the points of colors 3 through c are the next closest, and points of color 1 are the furthest. Because the points of color 1 are furthest from q, there are at most k ? P i>1 m i (r) points of color 1 among the k nearest neighbors of q. Because the points of color 2 are the closest to q, there are at least min(k; m 2 (r)) points of color 2 among the k nearest neighbors. If m 2 (r) k then color 2 is certainly the mode color among the k nearest neighbors. Otherwise, among the k nearest neighbors, color 2 occurs at least m 2 (r) ? (k ? P i>1 m i (r)) = ?Exs(r) more often than color 1 among the k nearest neighbors. Since ?Exs(r) > 0, this quantity is positive, implying that color 1 is not the mode.
u t
Observe that Exs(r) is a nonincreasing function of r. For k 1, we generalize the de nition of r to be the largest r r k such that Exs(r) 0, that is r = sup r r k fExs(r) 0g:
Assuming that points are in general position (no two points are equidistant from q) then r > r k , since m 2 (r k ) m 1 (r k ) and so Exs(r k ) k ? P i 1 m i (r k ) = 0. Also observe that this generalizes the de nition given for the single nearest neighbor case, since the excess is nonnegative if and only if there is only one color within distance r.
For k 1, de ne the chromatic density of a query point q to be (q) = (r ? r k )=r k .
When q is clear from context, we will just write .
We believe that the chromatic density parameter intuitively captures the strength of the clustering near the query point, and hence as the parameter's value increases, query processing should be easier. Our main result for exact nearest neighbor searching establishes this relationship. Recall that a chromatic nearest neighbor query is: given a query point q and a constant k 1, determine the mode among the k closest data points to q. Theorem 1.1 Let d and c be xed constants, and let P denote a set of n data points in R d that have been partitioned into c color classes. We can preprocess P in O(n log n) time and O(n) space so that given any q 2 R d and constant k 1, chromatic k nearest neighbor queries can be answered in time O(log 2 n + d log ), where is O(1= ).
Thus, as long as is bounded away from zero, the algorithm runs in O(log 2 n) time. If is very close to zero, then this theorem provides no good bound on the running time of the algorithm, but in the worst case the algorithm cannot take more than O(n log n) time, the time needed to process the entire tree using our search algorithm. The constant factors in space and preprocessing time grow linearly with d and c. Constant factors in query processing grow exponentially in d, but linearly in c and k. The algorithm is relatively simple and has been implemented. Preprocessing is based on computing a balanced variant of a k-d tree, called a BBD tree, and query processing consists of a simple branch-and-bound search in this tree.
Here is an intuitive overview of the algorithm and its running time. The BBD tree de nes a hierarchical subdivision of space into d-dimensional rectangles of bounded aspect ratio (that is, the ratio of the longest to shortest side). The query algorithm operates by a variant of branch-and-bound search. Each node of the BBD tree is associated with a region of space. At each stage, the algorithm maintains a set of active nodes among which is contained the kth nearest neighbor of the query point. Each node is associated with a size, which is the longest side of the corresponding rectangular region. The algorithm repeatedly expands the active node of the largest size, by replacing it with its two children in the tree. The algorithm computes distance estimates to the kth nearest neighbor and tests whether any existing active nodes can be made inactive. After each expansion, the algorithm computes a lower bound on the excess, and terminates as soon as this bound is nonnegative.
The O(log 2 n) term in the complexity arises from the time required by the algorithm to localize the query point in the data structure. The BBD tree has O(log n) height, and we will argue that the branch-and-bound search expands at most O(log n) nodes for each level of the tree as part of this localization. The O( d log ) term arises as follows. From properties of the BBD tree, the sizes of the regions associated with the active nodes decrease at a predictable rate. We will show that once the size of the largest active node falls below (r ?r k ), then the algorithm can determine the distances to the data points in the active nodes to su ciently high precision that the mode color can be inferred. Because the active nodes correspond to disjoint regions of space of bounded aspect ratio, we will be able to apply a packing argument to show that the number of such nodes is O( d ) where is O(1= ). The factor O(log ) is due to the overhead of the branch-and-bound search, which maintains active nodes in a priority queue sorted by size.
If is close to 0, then the above analysis does not provide a very good bound on running time. For practical reasons, it is a good idea to consider earlier termination conditions in case is small. For this reason, we have considered the more general problem computing approximate nearest neighbors. Given a user-supplied parameter, 0, a (1 + )-nearest neighbor of a query point q is de ned to be a p 2 S, such that, if p is the closest point in P to q, then dist(q; p) dist(q; p ) 1 + : In other words, p is within relative error of being a nearest neighbor of q. We say that color class i is a (1+ )-chromatic nearest neighbor of q if there is a point of color i that is a (1 + )-nearest neighbor of q.
For the generalization to k approximate nearest neighbors, de ne a sequence of k approximate nearest neighbors to be any sequence of k distinct points from P, hp 1 ; p 2 ; : : :; p k i, such that for 1 i k, p i is within a relative error from the true ith nearest neighbor of q. Clearly, there may be many di erent approximate nearest neighbor sequences for a given query point. The approximate version of the chromatic k-nearest neighbors problem is: given q, > 0, and k determine the color occurring most frequently among any sequence of k approximate nearest neighbors. Throughout we assume that the parameters and k are supplied as a part of the query, and are not known at the time of preprocessing. Our more general result is the following. Theorem 1.2 Let d and c be xed constants, and let P denote a set of n data points in R d that have been partitioned into c color classes. We can preprocess P in O(n log n) time and O(n) space so that given any q 2 R d , > 0, and constant k 1, approximate chromatic k nearest neighbor queries can be answered in time O(log 2 n + d log ), where is O(1= max( ; )).
Observe that the worst-case running time is within a log factor of the nonchromatic approximate nearest neighbor algorithm of Arya, et al. 5] (for k = 1).
As mentioned earlier, the algorithm preprocesses the data into a simple data structure called a balanced box-decomposition tree (BBD tree) for query processing. This preprocessing is described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the search algorithm. Section 4 presents the changes needed to perform approximate chromatic nearest neighbor searching. Section 5 provides the query sensitive analysis of the algorithm. Finally experimental results are presented in Section 6. The experiments show (using both synthetically generated data sets and actual Landsat image data) that our algorithm outperforms the algorithm presented by Arya, et al. 5] if the data set is su ciently well clustered.
Preprocessing.
The data structure we will use for answering queries is called a balanced box-decomposition tree (or BBD tree). The BBD tree is a balanced variant of a number of well-known data structures based on hierarchical subdivision of space into regions bounded by d-dimensional axis-aligned rectangles. Examples of this class of structures include point quadtrees 30], k-d trees 9], and various balanced and unbalanced structures based on a recursive subdivision of space into rectangles of bounded aspect ratio 5, 11, 12, 13, 14, 34] .
The BBD tree is described in detail by Arya, et al. 6 ]. We present a high level overview of the data structure. For our purposes, a rectangle is a d-fold product of closed intervals along each of the d coordinate axes. The size of a rectangle is the length of its longest side. A box is a rectangle of bounded aspect ratio, that is, a box in which the ratio between the lengths of the longest and shortest sides are bounded by some constant. For concreteness we assume that the maximum aspect ratio is 3:1. A cell is either a box or the set-theoretic di erence between two boxes, one nested within the other. The two boxes de ning a cell are called the inner box and the outer box. Each node of a BBD tree is associated with a cell, and hence with the data points that lie within the cell. (Points lying on the boundary between two or more cells can be assigned to any one of these cells.)
The BBD tree is associated with a hierarchical subdivision of space into cells.
The root is associated with the \in nite rectangle" ?1; +1] d . Given an arbitrary node associated with some cell, the two children of this node are associated with a subdivision of this cell into two subcells using either of the following subdivision steps.
(See Figure 2 . The shaded box is the inner box of the original cell.)
Fair split: The cell is subdivided into two subcells by a hyperplane that is orthogonal to one of the coordinate axis. If the original cell has an inner box, then this box lies entirely within one of these subcells.
Shrink: The cell is subdivided into two subcells by a rectangle that is contained within the outer box and completely contains the inner box (if there is one).
Centroid Shrink: A combination of two shrinks and one split such that each of the resulting cells has at most a constant factor of the original number of data points. See 6] for details. There are some other technical constraints on the nature of splitting and shrinking which we do not go into here 6]. A combination of these subdivision steps are performed until each cell is associated with either zero or one data point (or more practically, a small number of data points). The resulting leaf cells de ne a subdivision of R d into cells. It can be shown that after a split the size of a child node can be at most a constant factor smaller than the parent node. For example, we may assume that the size of the child is at least 1=3 the size of its parent 6]. The inner child of a shrinking node can be arbitrarily smaller than its parent. We will often blur the distinction between a node, its associated cell, and its associated set of points.
In 6], it was shown that given n points in R d , in O(dn log n) time it is possible to build a BBD tree for these points having the following properties.
Balance: The tree is of height O(log n). In general, with any 4 levels of descent, the number of points associated with a node of the tree decreases by at least a factor of 2=3.
Size reduction: There is a constant b, such that in any descent of the tree through at least b levels, the sizes of the associated cells decrease by at least 1=2. For concreteness, we may assume that b = 4d. From the fact that cells have bounded aspect ratio, we have the following technical lemma, which will be important to our analysis. The proof is based on a simple density argument and is given in 6]. As the BBD tree is constructed, we assume the following additional information is associated with each node. For each node we store the total number of points associated with this node, and for each node and each color class, we store the number of points of this color associated with this node.
3 Search Algorithm.
Recall that the problem is that of determining the color occurring most frequently (the mode) among the k nearest neighbors of the query point. Recall that r k denotes the (unknown) distance from the query point to its kth nearest neighbor, and that r is the largest ball from which the mode color can be inferred purely from color counts (de ned in the introduction). The algorithm maintains a pair of bounding radii r ? and r + such that throughout the search, r ? r k r + : As the algorithm proceeds, the lower bound r ? increases monotonically from 0, and the upper bound r + decreases monotonically from 1.
The algorithm applies a branch-and-bound type of search. At each stage, we maintain a set of active nodes. A node ceases to be active when the contribution of its associated points can be completely determined, either because they are all so close to the query point that they are guaranteed to be among the k nearest neighbors, or else that they are so far that none of them can be among the k nearest neighbors.
The algorithm operates in a series of node expansions. Expanding a node means replacing an active node with its two children. Recall that the size of a node is the longest side length of its associated cell. The algorithm selects the largest (in size) active node for expansion 1 .
The goal of the search is to minimize the number of nodes that are active at any time. For example, if it can be inferred that all the points associated with the node either lie completely outside or completely inside the ball of radius r k , then this node need not be expanded further. For each active node v, let dist ? (v) (dist + (v)) denote the lower (upper) bound on the distance from the query point q to a data point stored within v. For internal nodes it is de ned to be the distance from the query point to the closest (furthest) point on the boundary of the cell. This can be computed in O(d) time from inner and outer boxes for the cell. For leaf nodes, the distance is determined by explicitly computing the distance from the query point to the data point associated with this leaf. If the leaf contains no data point, then both distances are set to +1. (See Figure 3(a) .) Figure 3 : Elements of the search.
The algorithm also maintains three groups of nodes, In, Out, and Actv, such that
Every point associated with an In-node lies within the ball of radius r k , and every point associated with an Out-node lies outside this ball. Hence, these two subsets of nodes need not be expanded further. Nodes that satisfy neither of these conditions are placed in the group of active nodes, Actv. (See Figure 3 (b) for an example with k = 3.) At all times, the union of the cells associated with these three groups of nodes forms a subdivision of space into regions with pairwise disjoint interiors, and hence induces a partition on the point set.
After expanding a node, the algorithm updates the lower and upper estimates for r k , r ? and r + , as follows. For each node u 2 In Actv, we assume that this node has been associated with its lower distance, dist ? (u), and a weight equal to the number of points associated with this node. De ne r ? to be the element of weight k in this weighted set of distances. (That is, the element of rank k in a multiset of distances, where each node's distance is replicated as many times as its weight.) De ne r + similarly, but using dist + (u) instead. After r + and r ? are updated, nodes are reevaluated for \activeness", and a termination condition is tested. Termination occurs when the mode color can be determined simply from the color counts of the active cells. For example, in the single nearest neighbor case, termination occurs when all the active cells contain points of the same color. Here is a high-level description of the algorithm. The e cient implementation of some of the steps of the algorithm will be discussed later.
(1) (Initialization) r ? = 0, r + = 1, Actv = frootg, and In = Out = ;. Observe that because the algorithm always replaces one cell with a set of cells which subdivide the same region of space, the algorithm maintains the invariant that the cells associated with the current set of nodes subdivide space, and hence the points have been implicitly partitioned into the sets In, Actv, and Out. Also observe that because dist ? (v) is a lower bound on the distance from the query point to each of the points stored in node v, it follows that r ? (r + ) is a lower (upper) bound on r k . Thus, points classi ed as being in In (Out) are indeed closer (further) to the query point than the kth nearest neighbor, as desired.
The following lemma, combined with the fact that the set In Actv contains the k-nearest neighbors, implies that the algorithm returns a correct answer. The proof is essentially the same as the rst half of the proof of Lemma 1.1. Before analyzing the algorithm's running time, we describe some elements of the algorithm's implementation. The rst issue involves the selection of the active node to be expanded at each iteration. The simplest way to handle this e ciently is to store all the current active nodes in a priority queue according to node size. The time to select each node for expansion would then be proportional to the logarithm of the number of active nodes. We can improve upon this slightly (ultimately saving a factor of O(log log n) in our analysis) by observing that if a cell c is nested within the outer box of another cell c 0 , then the node associated with c cannot be a candidate for the largest expanded node, because c 0 must be at least as large. Thus, for the purpose of selecting the node for expansion, the priority queue need contain only the maximal nodes whose associated cells are not nested within the outer box of any other active cell. We handle this by maintaining a linked list for each of the maximal nodes, where each node contains a pointer to the active cell nested immediately within it. Each nested node points to the active cell nested immediately within it, and so on. (See Figure 4 .) Since each cell has exactly one inner box, these nested cells form a simple linear list. It is not hard to show that the length of each of these chains is no greater than the height of the BBD tree, O(log n). Observe that when some maximal node is classi ed as being in Out, because its closest distance to the query point exceeds r + , it follows that the closest point of all nested nodes exceeds r + , and hence all can be assigned to Out at once. Similarly, if a maximal node is classi ed as being in In, because its furthest distance to the query point is less than r ? , all nested nodes are closer than r ? , and hence all can be assigned to In at once. Whenever we attempt to expand an active leaf node whose associated cell contains an inner box, we \awaken" the largest active node that is nested within the leaf's cell. This is done by making adding the node at the head of the linked list to the set of maximal active nodes, and the remainder of the linked list is then associated with this new maximal node.
Although it is theoretically possible that each maximal active node could have as many as O(log n) nodes nested within it, our experience with data sets from a variety of distributions suggests that shrinking is so rarely needed (indeed, it was never needed in any of our experiments) that the nested linked lists can be avoided to simplify the implementation without signi cantly a ecting performance.
Once it has been determined which node will be expanded, the actual expansion can be performed in constant time, and the distances to this node can be computed in O(d) time. Next we consider how r + and r ? are updated. This could be done by invoking a weighted selection algorithm on the set of active nodes. However, the running time of the selection will be linear in the number of active nodes. Since we are only interested in the kth nearest neighbor, where k is a constant, there is a more e cient way.
The nodes of In Actv are maintained in two data structures, one sorted by dist ? and the other by dist + . We will describe the data structure for dist ? rst. We store these nodes in a combined data structure. We maintain a hotlist of nodes for which dist ? r ? in a linked list, and store the remaining nodes of In Actv in a fast priority queue (e.g., a binary heap 18]). When a node is expanded it is replaced by two nodes with di erent weights and di erent distances. The original node is removed from data structure, and its two children are inserted into the priority queue. If the original node came from the hotlist, then we repeatedly extract the minimum entry from the priority queue until the total weight of nodes in the hotlist is at least k. The value of r ? is updated by considering the maximum value of dist ? for the nodes in the hotlist. The case of dist + is similar. In fact it is actually simpler, since it can be shown that the priority queue for dist + is not needed. A node cannot enter the hotlist unless one its ancestors is already in the hotlist.
Letting A denote the number of maximal active nodes, we claim that in O(k + log A) amortized time it is possible to perform this part of the expansion. Because each node contains at least one point, there can be at most k nodes in the hotlist at any time. Deleting and inserting a constant number of nodes into the hotlist, and updating r ? and r + can be performed in O(k) time. Inserting the two children of the expanded node into the priority queue can be performed in O(log A) time. Each extraction from the priority queue can be performed in O(log A) time, but if we amortize this time to extract each node against the O(log A) time needed to insert the node, then we may ignore this component of the cost.
The nal issue to consider is the evaluation of the termination condition. This can be done by maintaining the color counts m i , 1 i c, for the active nodes with each expansion. When a node is killed, we subtract its color counts from this list of color counts for the active nodes. This can be done easily in O(c) time per expansion. In the same time we can test the termination condition (since the largest and second largest color counts can be found in O(c) time).
Combining these observations, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.2 Each expansion can be processed in O(k + c + log A) amortized time,
where A denotes the number of maximal active nodes, k is the number of nearest neighbors, and c is the number of color classes. Under our assumption that k and c are constants, this is O(log A).
Approximate Nearest Neighbors
It is an easy matter to generalize the algorithm presented in the previous section to compute the mode color among some sequence of k approximate nearest neighbors (recall the de nition in the Introduction). In particular, we add the following additional termination condition just after step 2(d).
(2) . . .
(e) (Termination condition 2) Let s denote the size of the largest node in Actv. If s r ? =d then enumerate a set of k witnesses to r ? , and return the mode color of this set.
By a set of witnesses to r ? , we mean a set of k data points formed by taking all the data points in nodes v in In Actv for which dist + (v) < r ? (there can be at most k such points by de nition of r ? ) and lling out the set with su ciently many points chosen from any nodes v in In Actv for which dist + (v) = r ? (there must be at least k total points by de nition of r ? ). We show below that this forms a set of k approximate nearest neighbors to q. Note that we can bound the number of nodes in Actv, but we cannot bound the number of data points in all of these nodes. Thus it is not possible to enumerate these points in exact order of distance from q.
If this termination condition is satis ed, then the following lemma establishes the correctness of the approximation algorithm. Thus each of these witnesses is close enough to be an approximate kth nearest neighbor to the query point. Finally, because these points were selected from the closest nodes to the query point, it follows that there can be no signi cantly closer data points that were not included. Therefore, the sorted sequence of witnesses is a sequence of k approximate nearest neighbors, and the mode color of this set is the desired color. u t 5 Query Sensitive Analysis.
In this section we present the query sensitive analysis stated in Theorem 1.2 by showing that the query algorithm terminates in O(log 2 n + d log ) time, where n is the number of data points, is O(1= max( ; )), and where is the user-supplied approximation bound and is the chromatic density of the query. Recall that we assume that the dimension d, number of colors c, and number of nearest neighbors k are constants.
The proof is based on an analysis of the number of active nodes expanded by the algorithm. It is similar in structure to the proof of the number of nodes expanded in the approximate range query algorithm by Arya and Mount 7] . In our case, the analysis is complicated by the fact that the radii r + and r ? vary dynamically throughout the algorithm.
A node v is said to be visited if the node is ever active, and it is expanded if its children are visited. We distinguish between two kinds of expanded nodes depending on size. An expanded node v for which size(v) r is large and otherwise it is small. Because the sizes of the expanded nodes decrease monotonically, the algorithm begins by expanding some number of large nodes, and then it switches to expanding small nodes. We refer to these as the large phase and small phase, respectively. We will show that the number of nodes expanded during the large phase is bounded by O(log 2 n). The number of maximal nodes active during each step of the large phase is O(1) (with constant factors depending on dimension). Then we will show that the number of nodes expanded during the small phase is d where is O(1= max( ; )). This quantity also bounds the number of nodes active at any time in this phase. From Lemma 3.2 we know that each expansion takes O(log ) time, and hence the running time of the small node phase is O( d log ). The total running time of the algorithm is the sum of these two components.
In the analysis below we have included the constant factors that depend on dimension for completeness. These factors are crude upper bounds, and we have made no attempt to minimize them. In Section 6 we will see that the actual constant factors appear to be quite reasonable in practice. Before presenting the analysis of the various phases, we present the following technical lemma, which establishes bounds on the radius estimates as a function of the size of the current node. Because no node in Out can intersect the ball of radius r k centered at the query point, it follows that these nodes disjointly cover this ball, and hence their total weight is at least k. Furthermore, because each node of S + corresponds to a cell that is either entirely contained within this ball (if it is in In) or is at least partially contained within the ball and has diameter at most ds (if it is active), it follows that the value of dist + (v) for any node in S + is at most r k + ds. Thus, by considering just these nodes, it follows that among In Actv there is a total weight of at least k among a set of nodes for which dist + is at most r k + ds. Thus, by de nition, r + r k + ds.
To establish the bound on r ? , let S ? denote the union of In and the subset of active nodes v such that dist + (v) < r k . These nodes are properly contained within the ball of radius r k centered at the query point, and so do not contain all k nearest neighbors of q. Since the corresponding cells are mutually disjoint, their total weight is strictly less than k, implying that r ? is not de ned by the dist ? value of any of these nodes. Thus, the node v 2 In Actv that de nes r ? satis es dist + (v) r k .
Such a node must be active (since it cannot be in In) and hence is of diameter at most ds. This implies that dist ? (v) r k ? ds. Therefore, r ? r k ? ds. u t
Large-node Phase
Intuitively, the large-node phase can be viewed as the phase in which the algorithm is attempting to localize the search for the ball of radius r . We will show that when expanding a large node v of size s, its distance from the query point, dist ? (v), will be proportional to s. From the packing constraint, Lemma 2.1, it will follow that only a constant number (depending on dimension) of nodes proportional to this size can be expanded. But because we have no bound on the size of r (other than the precision of the arithmetic representation), it is di cult to bound the number of di erent sizes that we may encounter in the search. What saves us is the fact that the height of the tree is O(log n). We will argue that only O(log 2 n) di erent size groups can be visited. The extra log factor seems to be an unavoidable consequence of branch-and-bound search, since there is an example that requires this much time even to nd the single nearest neighbor in a nonchromatic setting using the branch-and-bound paradigm 3].
To begin the analysis, we say that a node is signi cant if it is a large active node that overlaps the ball of radius r k centered at the query point. Observe that if a node is signi cant, then its parent is signi cant, and hence all of its ancestors are signi cant. We begin by bounding the number of signi cant nodes. Lemma 5.2 There are at most O(7 d log n) = O(log n) signi cant nodes. Proof: Consider the minimal signi cant nodes, that is, those neither of whose children is signi cant. (Note that there is no relationship between the notions of minimal introduced here and maximal introduced in Section 3.) Clearly the signi cant nodes are just the (nonproper) ancestors of these nodes. The cells associated with two minimal signi cant nodes are disjoint because neither node can be an ancestor of the other in the tree. Each minimal signi cant node is of size at least r r k , and each overlaps a ball of radius r k centered at the query point. Thus, by applying the packing constraint, Lemma 2.1, it follows that there are at most d1 + 6r k =r k e d = 7 d minimal signi cant nodes. By including all the ancestors of these nodes, there are at most O(7 d log n) signi cant nodes. u t At any stage of the algorithm, de ne the dominant node to be the signi cant node of largest size. It is possible that the last large signi cant node to be expanded by the algorithm results in an active node which overlaps the ball of radius r k but whose size is less than r . For the sake of the argument below, let us think of this one \insigni cant" node as being signi cant. Since throughout this large phase there is always at least one active signi cant node (e.g., the one that contains the kth closest data point), there is always a dominant node. Since dominant nodes are signi cant, Lemma 5.2 provides an upper bound on the number of dominant nodes.
The analysis of the large phase rests on showing that while any one node is dominant, we can use the packing constraint to bound the number of nodes that are expanded. Proof: Let s denote the size of v. Since v is dominant, and hence signi cant, we know that s r r k . Any node that partially overlaps the ball of radius r k centered at the query point is active, and hence is of size less than s (either because the node is small, or because the node is large, hence signi cant, and hence no larger than v). From Lemma 5.1 we have r + r k + ds (d + 1)s. Any node w that is expanded while v is dominant must overlap the ball of radius r + centered at the query point (or else it would not be active), and must be at least as large as v (for otherwise, v would already have been expanded). Consider a xed level of the BBD tree, and consider the set of nodes on this level that are expanded while v is active. The cells associated with the nodes of this set are pairwise disjoint (since overlap only occurs between ancestors and descendents), they are of size at least s, and they overlap a ball of radius ( To prove (ii), consider the set of maximal active nodes during some expansion while v is active. We claim that we can identify this set with a set of disjoint cells of size at least s=3 that overlap the ball of radius r + . In particular, consider a maximal active node w. If w arose from a splitting operation, it is the child of a node of size at least s (because the parent must have been expanded before v) and hence (from the comments made in Section 2) is of size at least s=3. If w came about as an outer box in shrinking, it is of the same size as its parent, which is at least s. If it came about as an inner box in shrinking, the outer cell cannot be active as well (for otherwise w would not be maximal), and therefore we can identify this node with its union with the outer cell. Thus, the cells of the resulting set are of size at least s=3, they are disjoint, and because they are all active, each overlaps the ball of radius r + (d + 1)s centered at the query point. Therefore, by applying the packing constraint, it follows that the number of maximal active cells is at most
Combining Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3(i) and using the fact that all dominant nodes are signi cant, it follows that the total number of expanded nodes during the large phase is the product of these two bounds, yielding a total of O((7(6d + 7)) d log 2 n) = O(log 2 n) nodes expanded during the large-node phase. From Lemma 5.3(ii), it follows that the number of maximal active nodes is O ((18d + 19) 
5.2 Small-node Phase.
Next we consider the case in which nodes are of size less than r . In this phase, the algorithm is attempting to ascertain the distance between the query point and data points of the active cells to su ciently high precision that it can satisfy either of the algorithm's two termination conditions. The analysis is based on determining a crude lower bound on the size of the smallest node to be expanded by this phase of the search, and a crude upper bound on the distance of any such node from the query point. Using the packing constraint, we can bound the number of disjoint nodes of this size that lie within this distance of the query point. One important property of the BBD-tree is that with each constant number of levels of descent through the tree, the size of the nodes decreases by a constant factor. The nal bound comes by summing over the various cell sizes encountered in the search.
Our rst observation bounds the size of nodes at which termination is guaranteed. Since each active node must overlap a ball of radius r + centered at the query point, and since each is of diameter at most sd r k =2 = (r ? r k )=2, it follows that for every active node v we have u t Thus, the size of each expanded node in the small-node phase lies in the halfopen interval s min ; r ). The rest of the analysis of the small-node phase is based on subdividing this interval into a set of size groups, analyzing the number of nodes expanded within each size group, and then summing over all size groups. For i 0, de ne the ith size group to be the set of expanded nodes whose sizes lie within the interval r 1=2 i+1 ; 1=2 i ). Clearly the last size group to be expanded is group i max = blg(r =s min )c.
To determine the number of expanded nodes in a given size group, we will relate them to a set of disjoint cells that overlap a ball of a given radius, and then apply the packing constraint. We know that a cell is active, and hence expanded only if it overlaps the ball of radius r + centered at the query point. First we show that the algorithm's distance estimate r + can be related to r . From Lemma 5.1 and the fact that r k r we have the following.
Lemma 5.5 Throughout the small-node phase, r + (d + 1)r .
The problem with cells of a given size group is that they will generally not be disjoint. However, we can identify a subset of disjoint nodes and argue that the cardinality of this subset is within a constant factor of the set we wish to bound. Intuitively the reason is that with a constant number of levels of descent in the BBD tree, the sizes of the nodes decrease by a constant fraction. Thus, we cannot have arbitrarily long chains of overlapping nodes within a given size group. For i 0, consider the nodes forming the ith size group. For each pair of nodes u and v, such that u is an ancestor of v in the BBD tree (and hence, u and v's cells overlap one another) remove u from the set. The set resulting by repeating this operation for all nodes in the size group is called the ith reduced size group. Lemma 5.6 For i 0, the number of nodes in the ith size group is at most 4d times the number of nodes in the ith reduced size group.
Proof: Recall that two nodes have overlapping cells if and only if one is an ancestor of the other in the BBD tree. Also recall from Section 2 that with every 4d levels of descent in the tree, the sizes of the nodes decrease by at least half, and hence belong to a di erent size group. Thus, if a node v is in the ith size group, it could have resulted in the elimination of at most 4d of its ancestors in the same size group. Thus the size group has at most a factor of 4d additional nodes. u t
We now apply a packing argument to each reduced size group to bound the number of nodes expanded in the corresponding size group. This is the main result for the small-node phase analysis. From Lemma 5.6 there are at most an additional factor of 4d nodes in the size group, from which it follows that
The total number of nodes expanded during the small-node phase is equal to Because the base of the geometric series is larger than 2, it follows from a simple inductive argument that the sum is bounded by twice this largest term. Substituting s min = max( ; )r k =(2d) it follows that the total number of nodes expanded during the small-node phase is at most u t Finally, we can derive the total complexity of the algorithm. From Lemma 5.3 it follows that the total number of nodes expanded during the large phase is O(log 2 n), and that the number of nodes active at any time in this phase is O(1). Thus from Lemma 3.2 the total execution time for this phase, the number of nodes times the logarithm of the number of active nodes is O(log 2 n). From Lemma 5.7 above, we have the number of nodes expanded during the small phase is O( d ), and since this also bounds the number of nodes active at any time in this phase, the total running time of the small-node phase is O( d log ). Combining these completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Experimental Results
To establish its e ciency empirically, we implemented a variation of this algorithm in C++ (called, cann, for chromatic approximate nearest neighbors), and we compared its performance to the (nonchromatic) k approximate nearest neighbor algorithm developed by Arya, et al. 5] (called ann). Both algorithms use the BBD tree (although the tree of 5] contains no chromatic information).
In both cases, splitting stopped when four points or fewer resided in a box. The ann algorithm computed the k approximate nearest neighbors, and then returned the mode color of these points. In all cases we used k = 5 as the number of nearest neighbors.
For each algorithm, we measured a number of quantities for each run: the number of tree nodes visited by the search, the number of points encountered, and the number of times a coordinate of a point was encountered. (Because partial distance calculation was used, not all coordinates of each visited point need be accessed.) In the plots shown below, we present only a representative subset of the data which was gathered. For both algorithms, we validated the results of each nearest neighbor calculation o -line, and computed the e ective epsilon, that is, the actual relative error of each query. As observed in 5], average e ective errors were usually quite a bit smaller than the user supplied (almost always less than 0.1 and often less than 0.01 times this value). For this reason, our experiments were often run with even relatively large values of (ranging from 0 to 10 in our experiments).
Our goal was to show that for well clustered data sets, cann outperforms ann, and to investigate the sensitivity of cann to clustering. We ran our algorithm on two general categories of experiments, synthetically generated data sets and real application data sets.
The rst set of experiments consisted of data sets in dimension 8 generated synthetically by a pseudo-random number generator. The distribution is called clusnorm. For each distribution, 10,000 data points were generated as follows. 10 cluster centers were chosen uniformly from an 8-dimensional unit hypercube, and each data point was generated by a Gaussian variable with a given standard deviation centered around a randomly chosen center. Each cluster center was chosen with equal probability. Query points were generated using the same distribution (with the same cluster centers), and statistics were averaged over 300 queries.
As the standard deviation decreases, the distribution exhibits a higher degree of clustering, and so we expect better performance from cann. In Figure 5 we present the results of this experiment for 3 selected values of . The x-axis indicates the standard deviation of the distribution, and the y-axis indicates the average number of nodes visited for each query. Solid lines show runs of the cann algorithm and dashed lines show runs of the ann algorithm. As expected, ann is relatively insensitive to clustering, and cann performs better than ann for highly clustered data sets (small cluster standard deviations). It is worth noting that the data must be very well clustered before these improvements are evident. This seems to be a consequence of the fact that the cann operates in an inherently top-down manner in its processing of the box-decomposition tree whereas the ann algorithm operates in a bottom-up manner. It seems that bottomup processing allows ann to establish better bounds on the distance to the nearest neighbor at the early stages of the algorithm, but it is not clear how this observation can be applied to improve the performance of cann.
For our second experiment, we tested the performance of the cann algorithm on data sets arising from actual satellite images of the earth. The data points were selected from Landsat-TM5 images. The landsat image data consisted of a collection of pixels, where each pixel is broken down into 7 spectral bands digitized over the range 0 to 255 (and hence each is a point in a 7 dimensional space). The data had already been classi ed, through an interactive photointerpretation procedure, into 7 di erent classes, according to the U.S. Geological Survey land-use land-cover (LULC) classi cation scheme introduced in 1]. From a large data set, we selected 51,609 data entries. Two data sets of size 10,000 were randomly sampled from this le. For the rst data set all 7 classes participated, with the following frequencies. Analysis of the spectral signatures of these classes revealed that some classes (such as water) were highly clustered and well separated from the others, but others (such as urban and rangeland) were neither well clustered nor well separated. For this reason, a second, more highly clustered and separated data set consisting of 10,000 entries was sampled with the following frequencies.
Color Class
Freq. Percent 4 Forestland 1000 10.00% 5 Water 4500 45.00% 7 Barren 4500 45.00%
Because the data points had already been classi ed o -line, we measured the performance of both algorithms on a class-by-class basis, generating 500 query points from each class (from a di erent source than the data points), and running each against one of the 10,000-entry data les. We only tested query points whose classes appeared in the data set. Experiments were run with values ranging from 0.1 to 10.
In Figure 6 and 7 we show the results of three representative groups of queries: barren, forest and water on each of the two data sets. For these plots the x-axis is the value of . As before, solid lines represent the cann algorithm and dashed lines represent the ann algorithm. It can be seen that in the rst data set, water, which exhibited the greatest clustering and separation, demonstrated the greatest improvement in running time for cann over ann. In contrast, barren and forest performed more poorly (owing largely to contamination from other overlapping classes). In the second experiment, the removal of some of the contaminating classes resulted in an improved performance for cann.
In summary, the experiments have shown that for data sets which are well clustered and in which clusters are well separated, cann provides a signi cant performance improvement over the nonchromatic ann algorithm.
Conclusions
We have presented an algorithm for chromatic nearest neighbor searching, and a query sensitive analysis of its running time. This analysis rigorously establishes the intuitive observation that chromatic nearest neighbor searching can be performed most e ciently when color classes form well-separated clusters.
It is not di cult to extend our results to a query sensitive analysis of the nonchromatic nearest neighbor problem as well. In particular, if we imagine each point to have its own individual color, it is not hard to show that the running time of an exact nearest neighbor problem is O(log 2 n+ d ) where is O(r 1 =(r 2 ?r 1 )), and where r i is the distance from the query point to its ith nearest neighbor. In other words, if there is a signi cant relative di erence in distance between the nearest and second nearest neighbors, an approach based on BBD tree search runs in polylogarithmic time.
We conjecture that the chromatic nearest neighbor algorithm can be improved by a factor of log . This factor was needed to process the priority queue containing the active nodes in the small-node phase. However, in this phase the node sizes are assumed to be changing so gradually that the priority queue is not really necessary. (It is needed for the large-node phase.) Unfortunately, the algorithm does not know which phase it is operating in, since phases are de ned in terms of the unknown value of r .
Given that the approximate chromatic nearest neighbor is a strictly weaker problem (in an information theoretic sense) than the approximate nearest neighbor problem, it is surprising that we cannot seem to match the running time of the algorithm of Arya, et al. 5] for poorly clustered data sets, either asymptotically or experimentally. This seems to be a consequence of the branch-and-bound paradigm and the added overhead it incurs. It is an interesting problem to create a combined approach that performs well for both well-and poorly-clustered data sets.
